Abstract. The problem of transforming nonlinear control systems into input-output prime forms is dealt with, using state space, static state feedback, and also output space transformations. Necessary and sufficient geometric conditions for the solvability of this problem are obtained. The results obtained generalize well-known results both on feedback linearization as well as input-output decoupling of nonlinear systems. It turns out that, from a computational point of view, the output space transformation is the crucial step, that is performed by constructing rectifying coordinates for a nested sequence of distributions on the output manifold.
1. Introduction. We consider smooth (i.e., C) nonlinear systems, depending in an affine way on the inputs Ul,..., u,, and having m outputs/11,..., Y, (.) can be adapted to the case f(xo) : 0 and/or h(xo) 0; see Remark 2 after the proof of Theorem 6.) Our analysis will be mainly of a local nature (see, however, Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 for global extensions), i.e., we firstly study the system in neighborhoods Vxo c M and Wuo c Y, where Y0 h(xo) . We also assume throughout that M and Y are connected, and that rank dh(x), with h (hi,..., h,), equals m in Vxo, and that the dimension of the distribution G(x):= span {gl (x),..., g,(x)} is m in Vxo. Note that we are restricting ourselves entirely to square systems, i.e., the number of inputs equals the number of outputs.
We address the (local) equivalence of E to prime (linear) systems, and to input-output prime (linear) systems. We use the following notion of equivalence. DEFINITION 1. Consider two systems Y]I, Y]2 defined on (M1, Y1 ), (M2, I/2) with equilibrium points x01 E Ml,x02 M2, respectively. We say that E1 is locally equivalent to E2, around XOl (W, (,/3) , ) equals E2 on the specified neighborhoods.
We recall from [Mo] (see also [He] More generally we define input-output prime systems. DEFINITION 3. A system E is called an input-output prime system if it is of the form Remark. Observe that the relative degrees are not invariant in our problem because we allow for output transformations (see the Example preceeding Algorithm 7); nor are the observability indices since they can be changed by feedback However, the structure at infinity does remain unchanged under the considered transformations, and thus this is the right concept to describe the #i's as invariants in our problem Here, the structure of infinity can be defined either geometrically using the V*-algorithm [NS], [ls2], or by means of dynamic extension [M] since, for input-output prime systems (and their equivalents), both definitions coincide.
We will also be interested in input-output prime systems of special form
with the same specifications as in Definition 3, the difference being that the z-dynamics are only driven by the outputs y (Yl,..., Ym).
The main results of the paper are concerned with identifying, via necessary and sufficient geometric conditions, those nonlinear systems E which are locally equivalent to prime systems (Theorem 4), to input-output prime systems (Theorem 6), and to input-output prime systems of special form (Proposition 8). Theorem 10 and Corollary 11 deal with global equivalence issues. The results obtained generalize well-known results both on normal forms for input-output decouplable systems as well as on feedback linearization of systems with no outputs, as we will now briefly indicate.
If outputs are not considered in E, and therefore output change of coordinates (iii) is omitted in Definition 1, the problem of local equivalence with prime systems becomes the well-known local feedback linearization problem, i.e., local feedback equivalence into linear (Brunovsky) to be transformed into a prime system (P) given by (1.2) by the action of the group taking (A,B, C) into (T(A + BF)T-I,TBG, HCT-I). We generalize this result of Morse to nonlinear systems E in Theorem 4, on the basis of the local feedback linearization theorem [JR] , [HSM] . We remark that nonlinear output change of coordinates was introduced in [KR] in the study of asymptotic observers. Furthermore, the problem of local feedback equivalence (with no output change of coordinates) of E to a linear system was studied and solved in [CIRT] .
The problem of (local) feedback equivalence, without output change of coordinates, of a nonlinear system E to an input-output prime system I-O P has been solved in [IKGM] . The distributions G were introduced in [JR] in the study of the feedback linearization problem, while the algorithm (2.2) and the definition of S* is taken from [IKGM] (with the difference that, in [IKGM] , & in the right-hand side of (2.2) is replaced by its involutive closure; see, however, conditions (i), (iii) of Theorem 4). S*, the smallest conditioned invariant distribution containing G, enjoys the property (see [IKGM] Following [IKGM] we also recall the construction (if it exists) of V*, the largest locally controlled invariant distribution contained in kerdh (see also [Hi] 
L9L-h(x) O, for some j e {1,...,m} and x e V 0.
If p < , 1,..., m, the decoupling matrix D(x) is defined as
,j=l m"
We now come to our first main theorem.
THEOREM 4. Consider a nonlinear system E with equilibrium xo. E is locally equivalent w a prime system (P) with equilibrium O, if and only if the following conditions are satisfied in a neighborhood of xo: i.e., V* 0, is redundant; it is implied by conditions (ii) and (iii). In fact the proof that we will give is entirely different from Morse's and enables us to point out the redundancy of the condition V* 0 in the original statement of Morse.
Remark 2. Conditions (i) and (ii) are the necessary and sufficient conditions given in [JR] for the system E without outputs to be locally feedback equivalent to a linear system in Brunovsky fo (B) . Remark 3. While Remarks and 2 clarify the necessity of conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), we may wonder if condition (iv) is not redundant, since already condition (iii) enforces a rather strong compatibility between G.i and kerdh. However, the following example shows R. MARINO, W. RESPONDEK, AND A. J. VAN 
(-1)(,-')<dtm,ad--lgl}(X).. (-1)(nm-l)<dhm, ad,-l gm>(x We now make the following claim.
CLAIM /)(x) is nonsingular in a neighborhood Uxo of xo M.
Once this claim has been proved the rest of the proof of Theorem 4 follows easily. Indeed by the theory of input-output decoupling (see, e.g., [IKGM] , [Is] , [NvdS] For ease of notation we will now omit the tildes above 9i, and thus denote 2,... , again by g2,-gin.
Step k + 1. Assume that the functions (dhj adf j-g) satisfy (A1) j(x0) # 0, j 1,...,k (A2) /3--0, i--j / l,...,m, j--1,...,k.
We will show that, after applying feedback, (A1) and (A2) also hold for j k + [NvdS] we have proved the claim.
As we have already remarked (see Remark 2 after Theorem 4), Theorem 4 and its proof are closely related to the local feedback linearization problem [JR] , [HSM] . However, we would like to stress that from a computational point of view the transformation of E into a prime system (P) as given by Theorem 4 may be much simpler than the solution to the local feedback linearization problem. In fact for the latter problem we have to find, in some way or another (see [JR] (ii) G is involutive modulo V*, and G + V* is constant dimensional; 1,..., n-1;
(iii) G, + V* TM;
(iv) G Si modulo V*,i 1,2,...,n;
(v) G + kerdh is involutive and of constant dimension, 1,2,..., n 1. follows that also the definition of G is invariant under feedback modulo V* (i.e., Gi for the feedback transformed system is equal modulo V* to Gi for the original system). In particular, since V* C kerdh, it follows that the definition of G -t-kerdh is invariant under feedback. Thus conditions (i)-(v) are feedback invariant and we can conclude that they are satisfied by 52.
Proof(only if
(If.) By definition of V* (see, e.g., [IKGM] Hence by Theorem 4, 52' is locally equivalent to a prime system (P) of the form (1.3a)
(with x 0, and #i, 1,..., m, the controllability indices of 52'). Since the remaining dynamics of 52 are of the general form (1.3b) we conclude that 52 is locally equivalent to (I-O-P) with equilibrium x0 (0, z0). Remark 1. Note that the indices #,..., satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6 then #l,..., #m are the (intrinsically defined) controllability indices of the factor system 52', living on M/V*. In particular it follows that an input-output prime system (I 0 P) cannot be equivalent to an input-output prime system with different indices #1,..., #,.
Remark 2. If 52 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6 on a neighborhood of a point which is not an equilibrium, then 52 will be locally equivalent to an input-output prime system (1.4) with the addition of a constant drift term f(5). Furthermore, if f(5) E G() then this drift term can be removed by additional feedback. Similarly, if h() 0, then we have to add to the output equation of (1.4a) the constant term h(). Of course, this remark already applies to Theorem 4.
Remark 3. It follows from the proof of Theorem 6 that h, Gi is a well-defined distribution on a neighborhood of Yo h(xo) (i.e., Gi is projectable by h on some neighborhood V0), 1,..., m. In fact h, Gi h',G (with denoting the factor system 52'), and the projectability of G by h' to an involutive constant-dimensional distribution on a neighborhood of Y0 follows by an application of Lemma 5 to G and h'. Note, however, that Lemma 5 as it stands cannot be directly applied to G and h (satisfying condition (v)), since we do not require Gi to be involutive and constant dimensional (but only modulo V*).
Note that Theorem 6 generalizes the well-known fact that a nonlinear system E whose decoupling matrix D(x) (cf. (2.6)) has rank m around x0 can be transformed by local state space and feedback transformations into (1.3), see, e.g., [IKGM] . Hence Theorem 6 can also be interpreted as giving the necessary and sufficient conditions for finding a local o_utput transformation ) p(y) (I(Y),..., P,(Y)) such that the decoupling matrix D(x) for the transformed output functions h poh,..., hm PmOh has rank m around X0.
Example. Consider the following system on M-I3, Y 2.
(2.44)
The relative degrees are both 1, while the decoupling matrix D(z) equals and thus is singular, implying that the system is not input-output decouplable by static state feedback. However it is readily seen that the system satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6 and even of Theorem 4, and in fact we only need the output transformation 2/32(/) /1 to bring the system into prime form (1.2), with n 1,n2 2 (being the relative degrees of the transformed system)! Now suppose we want to asymptotically track a desired smooth trajectory ya(t) (yal(t),y((t)),t >_ 0 for (2.44). Using the above output transformation, such a trajectory is transformed into the new coordinates as )a(t) (yza(t)-5(yf(t)) y(t)),t [MBE] . Similar conditions were derived, in a different context, in [vdS] . Notice that in the linear case condition (vii) is automatically satisfied. This explains that for a linear system we can always write (even if condition (vi) is not satisfied) the V* dynamics as being only driven by y, as follows from the Morse canonical form [Mo] . (B) The vectorfields f' and 9j, J 1,..., m, on M', cf. (2.43), are complete; then M' equals *', # }-,i= #i, and thus 2 is globally equivalent to an input-output system (I-0-P) with equilibrium (0, zo). Conversely, if 2 is globally equivalent to have remarked, the use of output transformations may be an alternative to the use of extra pre-integrators for dynamic intput-output decoupling. This raises the problem of how output transformations may be used to minimize the amount of pre-integrators for dynamic input-output decoupling.
